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Abstract
Forecasts of an â€œexplosionâ€ in the level of road trauma as many of the worldâ€™s
most populous nations rapidly motorise have contributed to the urgency of
documenting best practice thinking and management systems to improve road safety
performance. By examining the success stories of nations with either the lowest fatailty
rates per head of population or with the largest recent improvements a number of
â€œlessonsâ€ have emerged. Data-driven problem identification and the development of
evidence-driven countermeasure packages formalised in a strategy for effective
implementation, with ambitious, quantitative targets and transparent lines of
institutional accountability are the critical success factors. Basing this planning upon the
cornerstones of the safe system conceptual model constitutes best practice thinking.
T his paper argues that critical elements of the safe system model are in discord with

behavioural mores in the cultures of many western motorised nations and that this
hampers the adoption of the most effective safety programs within key institutions and
within political systems. A case is made for a systematic examination of car use and
safety cultures in order to add a further dimension to best practice learnings.
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